COVID Protection
Framework

10 November 2021

Before you read this

This document tells you the things
you need to know about the COVID
Protection Framework.

These rules may change.

We will update this document as
soon as we know more.

We will change the date on the front
cover so you know it has been
updated.

Please check the COVID-19
website for updates:
www.covid19.govt.nz
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This is a long document with a lot of
new information.

While it is written in Easy Read it can
be hard for some people to read a
document this long.

Some things you can do to make it
easier are:



read it a few pages at a time



ask someone to support you to
understand it.
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What is the COVID Protection Framework?

The COVID Protection Framework
is a set of rules the Government will
use to slow down the spread of
COVID-19.

COVID-19 is a virus that can make
people sick.

In this document we will call the
COVID Protection Framework the
CPF for short.

You may have heard people call the
CPF the traffic light system
because of the colours it uses.
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The CPF will soon replace the Alert
Level system.

The Alert Level system is what the
Government is using at the moment
to slow down the spread of
COVID-19.

There are 3 parts / colours to the
CPF:


Green



Orange



Red.

We will look at the rules for each of
these parts / colours on pages 14 to
40.
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For now it is important to know that
the:


CPF has not yet started



the Government is still using the
Alert Level system for now



the Government will let us know
when the CPF will start



the Government will make more
decisions about the CPF at the
end of November 2021.
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COVID vaccine certificates

Some of the rules in the CPF are
different for people who have:


had their all their COVID-19
vaccines



not had any COVID-19 vaccines.

The COVID-19 vaccine is an
injection that you get to help keep
yourself safe from COVID-19.

If you have had 2 COVID-19
vaccines you will soon be able to get
a COVID vaccine certificate.
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A COVID vaccine certificate is
something you can use to show you
have had your COVID-19 vaccines.

Your COVID vaccine certificate can
be:


on your mobile phone



a piece of paper that you carry in
your wallet.

There will be more information from
the Government about the COVID
vaccine certificate soon.
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The places you go will decide if they
want to let:
1. only people who have had all
their COVID-19 vaccines go into
their place
or
2. people who have had all their
COVID-19 vaccines go into their
place
and


people who have not had their
COVID-19 vaccines go into their
place.
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Some of these places might be:


cafes / restaurants / pubs



gyms



churches



marae



hairdressers



clothing shops.

In the CPF there will be some places
that will have:


a limit on how many people can
be there



no limits on how many people
can be there.
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100

Limit means only a certain number of
people can be at the place.

For example no more than 100
people can be at the place.

100

No limit means any number of
people can be at the place.

You do not need a vaccine certificate
to go to places like:


supermarkets



pharmacies



doctors



hospitals.
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When will the COVID Protection
Framework start?

1

The CPF will start when 90 percent

2

or older have had 2 COVID-19

of New Zealanders who are 12 years
vaccines.

90 percent is almost all people.

The Government will decide:
 when the area you live in is ready
to move to the CPF
 what colour in the CPF you will
move to.
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COVID Protection Framework: Green

Green in the CPF is used when:


there are not very many people
with COVID-19 in New Zealand



hospitals have enough doctors
and nurses to look after people
who are very sick with COVID-19



health care services like GPs /
doctors can look after people who
are unwell.
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We stay safe at Green by:


scanning the QR codes at the
places you go or writing down
where you go



wearing a face covering when
indoors at places like
supermarkets.

At the Green stage you will still need
to wear a face covering when
travelling on a plane.

If you find it hard to wear a face
covering you can show people your
face covering exemption card.
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There is an Easy Read document
called:
When do you need to wear a face
covering?

This has information about the face
covering exemption card.

You can find this Easy Read
document on the COVID-19 website:
www.covid19.govt.nz/easy-read
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When we are at Green you can go
to:


public facilities like:
o

libraries

o

museums

o

swimming pools



shops / pharmacies



hairdressers



places where you work.
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When we are at Green you can go
to:


learning places like:
o

early childhood centres

o

schools / kura

o

tertiary centres like
universities



some outdoor community events
like:
o

markets

o

concerts

o

festivals.

You will be able to travel to places all
over New Zealand.
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If vaccine certificates are used there
will be no limits on how many people
can be at:
 restaurants / cafes / pubs


gatherings



gyms



other places where people are
standing or sitting close together.

Gatherings are things like:


weddings



church services



marae events.
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If vaccine certificates are used there
will also be no limits on how many
people can be at events both indoors
and outdoors.

Events are things like:


concerts



markets



festivals



conferences.

This means everyone who goes to
these places or events must have a
vaccine certificate to get into the
place or event.
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If a place or event decides that
people do not need to have a
vaccine certificate there will be
some limits or rules to follow.

For cafes / restaurants / pubs the
limits are:

100



a limit of 100 people at the same
time



people must be 1 metre apart
from other people.

1 metre is about as wide as a
door.
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If people organising gatherings or
events decide people do not need to
have a vaccine certificate then the
rules / limits are:

100



a limit of 100 people at the same
time



people must be 1 metre apart
from other people



people must be seated.

If gyms decide people do not need to
have a vaccine certificate then the
rules / limits are:


100

a limit of 100 people at the same
time



people must be 1 metre apart
from other people.
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In other places where people do not
need a vaccine certificate and people
stand or sit close together:


the people working in these
places must wear a face covering



people must be 1 metre apart
from other people.
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COVID Protection Framework: Orange

Orange in the CPF is used when:


there are many more people
getting COVID-19 in New
Zealand



doctors and nurses at the
hospitals are looking after a lot
more people who are very sick
with COVID-19



health care services like GPs /
doctors are able to look after
people who are unwell



people with health conditions are
more at risk of getting very sick if
they get COVID-19.
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Some health conditions that may
make people very sick if they get
COVID-19 are:
 coronary heart disease
 hypertension – high blood
pressure
 stroke
 diabetes
 chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease
 chronic respiratory conditions
 kidney disease
 cancer.
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We stay safe at Orange by:


scanning the QR codes at the
places you go or writing down
where you go



wearing a face covering when:
o

travelling on a plane

o

on public transport like buses
and trains

o

in taxis

o

at shops

o

at places like libraries /
museums

o

you leave your home.
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When we are at Orange people must
be 1 metre apart from each other
when you go to:


public facilities like:
o

libraries

o

museums

o

swimming pools



shops / pharmacies



some outdoor community events
like:
o

markets

o

concerts

o

festivals.
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Other places you can go when we
are in Orange are:


places where you work



learning places like:
o

early childhood centres

o

schools / kura

o

tertiary centres like
universities.

You will be able to travel to places all
over New Zealand.
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Places where you can go if you
have a vaccine certificate.

If vaccine certificates are used there
will be no limits on how many people
can be at:


restaurants / cafes / pubs



gatherings like weddings or
church services



gyms



events both indoors and outdoors



other places where people are
standing or sitting close together.
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If a place or event decides that
people do not need to have a
vaccine certificate there will be
some limits or rules.

Cafes / restaurants / pubs:


cannot be open for people to
come inside



must have contactless pickup
or delivery only.

Contactless pick up means you pick
up your food / drink order from the
front of the place.

Contactless delivery means your
food / drink must be left outside your
door so you do not need to touch or
talk to the delivery person.
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If the people who run a gathering
like a wedding or church service
decide that people do not need to
have a vaccine certificate there will
be some limits or rules.

50

At gatherings like weddings or church
services the rules are:


a limit of 50 people at the same
time



people must be 1 metre apart
from other people.
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These places or events will not be
able to open if they decide that
people do not need to have a
vaccination certificate:


indoor and outdoor events



gyms



other places where people stand
or sit close together.
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COVID Protection Framework: Red

Red in the CPF is used when:


there are a lot of people with
COVID-19 in New Zealand



the hospitals are getting full with
people who are sick with
COVID-19



doctors and nurses at the
hospitals are spending lots of their
time looking after a lot more
people who are very sick with
COVID-19



hospitals are finding it hard to also
look after people who are sick or
hurt from things that are not
COVID-19.
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We stay safe at Red by:


scanning the QR codes at the
places you go or writing down
where you go



wearing a face covering when:
o

travelling on a plane

o

on public transport like buses
and trains

o

in taxis

o

at shops

o

at places like libraries /
museums

o

you leave your home.
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When we are at Red:


shops / pharmacies can be open
with people:
o

staying 1 metre apart from
other people

o


wearing a face covering

people should work from home if
they can



learning places like early
childhood centres and schools
can be open with some rules to
help keep people safe from
COVID-19



you will not be able to travel to all
parts of New Zealand.
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Places where you can go if you

100

have a vaccine certificate

Some places can open if:


there are no more than 100
people



everyone stays 1 metre apart



everyone has a vaccination
certificate.
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These places are:

100

100



cafes / restaurants / pubs



gatherings like weddings and
church services



events – both indoor and outdoor



gyms



some outdoor community events
like:

100

o

markets

o

concerts

o

festivals.
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Tertiary places like universities may
be open as long as:


there are no more than 100
people in the same place

100

and


people are able to keep 1 metre
apart from other people.
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If a place or event decides that
people do not need to have a
vaccine certificate then:


cafes / restaurants / pubs cannot
be open for people to come
inside



cafes / restaurants / pubs must
have contactless pickup or
delivery



gatherings like weddings or
church services:

10
o

have a limit of 10 people at
the same time

o

people must be 1 metre apart
from other people.
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People learning at tertiary services
will need to learn from home.

If a place or event decides that
people do not need to have a vaccine
certificate these places will not be
able to open:


events – both indoors and
outdoors



gyms



other places where people stand
or sit close together.
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Where to find more information

You can find more information about
the CPF on the COVID-19 website:
www.covid19.govt.nz
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This information has been written by
the team at Unite against COVID-19.
It has been translated into Easy
Read by the Make It Easy service of
People First New Zealand Inc. Ngā
Tāngata Tuatahi.
The ideas in this document are not
the ideas of People First New
Zealand Inc. Ngā Tāngata Tuatahi.
Make It Easy uses images from:
 Changepeople.org
 Photosymbols.com
 Sam Corliss
All images in this Easy Read
document are subject to copyright
rules and cannot be used without
permission.
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